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Chapter VII 
 

How (not) to become governor: Political theater on a provincial 
stage 

 
 
 

More than 1,000 demonstrators from rival groups in Kupang, East Nusa Tenggara province, rallied at 

the provincial General Elections Commission's (KPUD) office here on Thursday. The demonstration 

centered around the gubernatorial and vice-gubernatorial election to be held on June 2. Five 

candidates have registered for the election and the KPUD has cleared three of them to run. Some of 

the demonstrators called on the KPUD to reverify all five candidates, while other demonstrators 

called for the election to go ahead as planned. KPUD officials refused to meet with the 

demonstrators. Three platoons of riot police were sent to break up the rally. After the demonstration, 

the KPUD held a meeting to number the three candidates who passed the verification, insisting the 

campaigning and balloting would take place as scheduled. "The election will go ahead as planned, 

and after consulting with the General Elections Commission (KPU) in Jakarta, we have decided not 

to repeat the verification process because we feel it was conducted in accordance to the law," KPUD 

member Hans Ch Louk told The Jakarta Post. 

-Jakarta Post, 05/16/2008 

 
This chapter addresses the first ever gubernatorial elections in Kupang which took place in 
2008. After having mainly focused so far on civil servants and contractors, we will become 
more acquainted with a third component of the political class and the political elite, namely 
politicians. So far this dissertation has focused for a large part on the political class and those 
inside it. However, we have not yet met those excluded from the political class: the members 
of the political public and, more importantly, the tani class.88

                                                 
88 To summarize the more elaborate explanation given in Chapter Two: the political public refers to those 
outside the political class that derive their resources from sources other than the state. Usually reasonably 
educated, political public members can, for instance, be journalists or NGO employees –‘civil society’. Tani 
(literally ‘farmer’) is an emic term which refers  to those that consider themselves to be too low in status to 
exercise any kind of political influence. The tani class therefore to Vel (2008) generally consists of farmers and 
those that describe themselves as unemployed.      

 This dissertation has shown 
how reciprocal obligations influence internal processes within the political class, but it has 
not yet addressed its role in processes of exclusion of those outside it. What happens to the 
comfortable and effective mechanism of reciprocity in contexts that force political class 
members to ‘get things done’ by dealing with those excluded? Such a context in which the 
political class has to negotiate and work with those outside it is what I wish to explore in this 
chapter. Whereas previously I have centered my chapters around ‘how to’ questions, I now 
slightly alter this concept and instead want to know how one does not become a governor. 
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The demonstrations mentioned in the article cited above provide a first answer. At 
first glance, the demonstrations described exemplify the kind of protest fitting with 
Indonesia’s new legal framework and electoral procedures. The voters voice their discontent 
regarding which candidate couples got accepted and which ones did not. The riot police, 
furthermore, display their role of maintaining public order only after having given 
demonstrators ample time to voice their concerns. Elections Committee officials, in turn, 
countered supposed suspicions of voters concerning wrongful admission by stating their 
adherence to proper form in the statement made to Jakarta Post that claimed, ‘we have 
decided not to repeat the verification process because we feel it was conducted in accordance 
to the law’. Therefore, everything was carried out in line with the democratic standards of 
Good Governance. Or so it seemed. 
 However much in line with official regulations the Elections Committee’s final 
decision was made, this does not mean all actors involved were mainly motivated by 
concerns for proper electoral procedures. First, it became clear very soon after the 
demonstrations that the protests had been orchestrated by Alfons Loemao, the main candidate 
for the candidate couple Amsal and a former Head of Police who had been an influential 
member of the local police force since the New Order. Amsal-affiliates had paid motorcycle 
taxi drivers IDR15,000 to demonstrate at the Elections Committee’s office and demand a 
reverification. The riot police, furthermore, had been sent by Loemao as well in order to 
pressurize Elections Committee employees. As a ‘senior’ in the police force, his ‘juniors’ 
were expected to be loyal to him.89

 It seemed, furthermore, that the Elections Committee purposely kept Amsal out of the 
elections in favor of their own preferred candidate couple Gaul. Loemao thus, in fact, did 
have legitimate reasons to demand a reverification. The Elections Committee had granted 
competing candidate couple Gaul the support of political party Pelopor on the grounds that 
Pelopor’s provincial branch had given verbal confirmation of its support to Gaul. This was 
contested by Loemao, who claimed that the national headquarters of Pelopor had sent the 
Elections Committee a letter stating their support for Loemao’s candidate couple. The 
Elections Committee responded that this letter had arrived after the deadline and could 
therefore not be accepted.  Nevertheless, Elections Committee officials, helped by political 
party PDI-P, hastily drafted a statement saying it would allow the national General Elections 
Committee to check the selection procedure.  

   

 PDI-P’s help in this matter, however, was not out of democratc idealism, but rather 
due to the fact that they found themselves in dire financial straits. They had no money for T-
shirts, posters, stickers, food to hand out at meetings and rallies, or for any other costly 
campaigning expenditures. PDI-P’s provincial and sub-provincial branches were lobbying 

                                                 
89 Not unlike the relationship between ‘bapaks’ and their ‘children’ in government offices as described in 
chapter five or the senior-junior relationships between STPDN students and alumni addressed in Chapter Five.  
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hard with their national centers in order to raise more money but they desperately needed 
more time. PDI-P’s active involvement in pushing for a check from the General Elections 
Committee thus allowed the local branches more time to secure necessary financial resources 
before campaigning would start.  
 In some ways, this case provides yet another illustration of a ‘performative shift’ 
(Yurchak 2006) of which we have seen other examples in previous chapters. Even though 
they may have been motivated by reasons other than upholding proper post-Reformasi 
electoral propriety, the increased importance of appearance of adherence to rules opened up 
the possibility for Elections Committee officials to legitimize the favoring of its own 
preferred packages, and provided PDI-P with more time to raise money for campaigning. 
Ironically, however, even though Amsal’s Loemao had well-founded reasons to protest the 
Elections Committee’s decision, his performance of adhering to electoral propriety seemed 
overtly staged. It was well-known that he had paid motorcycle taxi drivers to act as protestors 
and had used his police force seniority to summon riot police. Instead of finding credibility 
for his grounds for reverification Loemao became portrayed as a typical New Order ‘big man’ 
(pembesar) who tried to muscle his way into elections using outdated intimidation tactics. 
Indeed, his tactics proved unsuccessful. The checking procedure carried by the national 
General Elections Committee ruled that the provincial Committee had made no errors. Amsal 
was out, while candidate couples Gaul, Tulus, and Fren were in.90

 Loemao’s performance of proper electoral propriety was a failure because it clearly 
revealed his self-interested motives. The demonstrations he staged did not signal ‘real’ 
democratic discontent. Instead, it showed Loemao’s blatant commodification of interaction 
with non-political class voters by his paying motorcycle taxi drivers to demonstrate. This, I 
argue, more generally characterizes the ways in which the political elite deals with non-
political class members, and helps answer the question of how not to become governor. 
Candidates fail to take their non-political class voters seriously or to see them as real political 
subjects, even though they depend on them to a large extent in an era of direct district head 
elections. Whereas, as we have seen throughout this thesis, interactions within the political 
class are driven by reciprocal obligations and take on the character of gift exchanges, 
interactions between the political class and those outside it take on the character of 
commodity exchanges. Because of this, candidates make the mistake of non-recognition of 
those outside the political class (Robbins 2003; 2009; 2010).   

 

 

                                                 
90 All candidate couples used acronyms based on borrowing syllables out of their own names. Gaul, consisting 
of a coalition of parties with the candidate couple Gaspar Parang Ehok and Julius Bobo, means ‘cool’. Golkar 
Party supported Tulus means ‘sincere’ and is very creatively assembled out of the names of the candidate couple 
Ibrahim Agustinus Medah and Paulus Moa . PDI-P presented candidate couple Frans Lebu Raya and Esthon 
Foenay as Fren, a derivation of the English word ‘friend’. Fren also happened to be the name of a popular 
mobile phone network provider of which posters were visible throughout Kupang. For a more elaborate 
overview of the candidates see Appendix 1.   
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Direct district head elections 
The legal backing for a new way of electing district heads, Law 32/2004, completed the 
process of electoral liberalization that had begun after the fall of Suharto (Mietzner 2006a). 
Despite somewhat unsuccessful earlier short-lived experiences with decentralization prior to 
Reformasi (Niessen 1999: 41-88; Schulte Nordholt 2008: 114-115), the changes prompted 
under ‘President By Accident’ Habibie’s supervision appear to be more enduring. Law 
22/1999 brought about not just a transfer of central government tasks to local levels while 
retaining actual power in the center, as is the case with deconcentration and delegation, it 
involved the complete devolution of administrative authority from the center to regional 
levels of government, thereby bypassing the provincial levels. Three years after this transfer 
of administrative power from the center to local levels of government, political leaders 
agreed on the direct election of presidents in 2002. Two years later this decision was 
followed by an agreement on the direct election of local government heads, as laid down in 
Law 32/2004. Law 32/2004 stipulates that candidates for the position of district heads are to 
be nominated by a political party or coalition of parties that either obtained 15 percent of the 
votes in the most recent local parliamentary elections or that controlled 15 percent of the 
seats in local legislature (Buehler and Tan 2007: 45-46). Several articles from Law 32/2004 
have been thrown out by the Constitutional Court in 2007, however, so that, currently, 
candidates do not have to be linked to parties but can run for office as independent candidates 
(Ibid.: 66). The most important change, nevertheless, entailed that district heads were no 
longer appointed by local parliament but instead by voters, thereby marking a considerable 
change in the field of politics. 
 Ethnographic analyses on the extent to which this change in the national legal 
framework has influenced local politics, and especially whether ‘decentralization’ has led to 
‘democratization’, show varying results. On the one hand, voters have used their newly 
received power to vote unpopular incumbents out en masse (Mietzner 2006a; Mietzner 
2006b). On the other hand, patrimonial ties persist and old elites manage to stay in power. 
Vedi Hadiz (2003), for instance, notices that the old predatory interests of the New Order era 
have found new footing in democratic institutions, therefore hindering the possibility of a 
‘real’ democracy emerging. Henk Schulte Nordholt (2004), furthermore, points at the deeply 
entrenched nature of local elites on regional levels as a main factor obstructing 
democratization to occur from decentralization. Due to the devolution of power, regional 
elites not only have more means to expand and maintain their networks, but their rewards for 
competing for a strategic position within the regional administration have increased as well. 
The ideology of increased democracy enabled by decentralization gives way to a reality in 
which decentralization has increased the gains obtainable from the local state in a socio-
cultural context in which patrimonialism, rent-seeking practices, and importance of 
communal identity and affiliational relations prevail (Ibid.: 38-47). Additionally, as an 
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example of the persistence of ‘undemocratic’ practices, Choi (2004) describes how vote-
selling practices increased during the 2001 mayoral elections in Yogyakarta.  
 A bit closer to home in Sumba -as Kupang a part of the East Nusa Tenggara province, 
also characterized by a Christian majority, and heavily dependent on state resources as well- 
Vel (2008) is similarly skeptical of the democratizing effects of decentralization. What Vel 
shows is that political success in Sumba is not just a matter of buying positions or one of 
traditional elites taking over. It is, rather, dependent on the accumulation of a balanced 
composition of economic, social, and cultural capital from different normative spheres (Vel 
2008: 218-219). Acquiring this balanced composition of capital is closely tied to reciprocal 
astuteness, since, as she claims, ‘thinking in terms of reciprocity is an important component 
of Sumbanese traditional culture, and of present-day Sumbanese politics’ (Ibid.: 72).  In 
Sumba, as Vel shows, the state dependent political class has craftily managed to adapt a new 
system of governance to their own political culture in which reciprocity plays an important 
role, as it similarly does in Sumbanese economic life (see Vel 1994). 
 Having followed the 2008 East Nusa Tenggara gubernatorial elections, I agree with 
Vel on two accounts. First, the candidate couple that won did have the most balanced 
composition of capital, meaning they ‘scored’ well on economic, cultural, social, and 
symbolic capital (see Appendix 1). Second, reciprocity remains key to understanding 
political success. However, no matter how well-versed candidates are in the nuances of 
reciprocal obligations involving other political class members, they often fail in creating 
relations to those outside it. This, I contend, is partly due to candidates’ lack of awareness of 
mutual recognition as the ultimate goal and outcome of reciprocal exchanges (Robbins 2009: 
47). Whereas candidates are happy to receive the tani class’ votes, they fail to, and seemingly 
have little desire to, construct their non-political class voters as human subjects. Thus, while 
promises given to political class members have the appearance of being a commodity, but are 
actually a gift (balas jasa as we have seen before is more a gift exchange then commodity 
exchange), promises given to non-political class members have the form of gifts and appear 
to be part of a gift exchange, but are actually part of a commodity exchange. As such, there is 
no space for recognition. This is also why I do not ananlyze attempts to obtain votes in terms 
of clientelism or patron-client relationships, although this has been a useful theoretical 
approach for other scholars working on direct district head elections in post-Reformasi 
Indonesia, as Deasy Simandjuntak shows in her dissertation on patronage democracy in 
North Sumatra (Simandjuntak 2010). Clientelism implies asymmetrical gift-giving 
relationships between patron and client in which a patron distributes benefits to clients in 
return for clients’ personal allegiance to their patron. This relationship –albeit asymmetrical- 
assumes a basis of gift-giving and therefore of some form of mutual recognition. I, instead, 
want to focus on relationships that lack (mutual) recognition, and want to analyze attempts to 
obtain votes in terms of a more general framework of reciprocity/gift-giving which covers 
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more than asymmetrical relationships. Therefore, in order to understand how not to become 
governor we need to address some intricacies of reciprocity and recognition  
 
Reciprocity and recognition 
Reciprocity is tied into recognition in a manner that I have so far only touched upon in the 
first chapter. Seeing how reciprocity and recognition are tied together, however, is crucial in 
understanding first, how commodity exchanges differ from gift exchanges, and, second, that 
politicians’ failure to attract voters from the tani class is due to their engaging in exchanges 
that do not have mutual recognition as its goal. Joel Robbins addresses the similarities 
between and intertwinedness of Mauss’ theory of reciprocity and Hegel’s theory of 
recognition in various articles (2003; 2009; 2010). For the specific purpose of this chapter, I 
will highlight a few important points. 

To start off, it is important to emphasize the Hegelian perspective on social life and 
selfhood, one that emphasizes the importance of forming relationships, that Robbins draws 
on.  In short, Hegel argues against a Hobbesian social and political philosophy which 
prioritizes self-interest as the primary human drive and which posits a social contract as the 
basis for the existence of society. Hegel, on the other hand, claims that sociality is the 
essence of being human and that the possibility of contract necessitates the prior existence of 
society. Central to Hegel is thus the assumption that humans must recognize each other 
before they can enter into any kind of contract. Moreover, this mutual recognition is 
necessary for humans to become subjects. Humans, then, become principally recognition- 
and relationship seekers rather than Hobbesian self-interested individuals struggling for their 
own survival (Robbins 2003: 10; Robbins 2009: 46).  

Mutual recognition, the basic condition of subject formation and sociality, is reached 
following a three-step rhythm. First, A gives recognition to B. B, in turn,  receives this 
recognition which means that B recognizes his or her worthiness as a subject. Finally, B 
recognizes A as a subject in return (Robbins 2009: 46). Closely tied to the process of 
achieving mutual recognition is the possession, use, and, most importantly, exchange of 
property. Through the possession and use of property, A makes him or herself recognizable 
to others. However, self-creation or personhood is only reached when A is recognized in turn 
by those who A initially recognized, and thus when mutual recognition is achieved. In this 
view the exchange of material goods is fundamental in the creation of personhood through 
mutual recognition (Robbins 2003: 16-17: Robbins 2009: 46).        

The ways in which Mauss’ theory of reciprocity and Hegel’s theory of recognition 
complement each other should now be clear. Not only do both Mauss and Hegel rally against 
a Hobbessian view of human nature, the two theories also adhere to the same three-part 
rhythm in which the exchange of material goods plays an important part: A gives something 
to/recognizes B, B then receives/acknowledges his or her worth as a subject, and then returns 
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to/recognizes the worthiness as a subject of A (Robbins 2009: 46). Recognition and 
reciprocity thus not only entail comparable three-part rhythms, but the giving of something 
also becomes synonymous with recognizing another and imperative in being recognized in 
return. 

The kinds of exchanges in which the mutual exchange of material goods is 
synonymous with mutual recognition and the shaping of personhood are most recognizable in 
the context of gift economies, in which people exchange inalienable goods in order to form 
and foster enduring relationships, as opposed to commodity economies, in which mutual 
obligations end after the exchange of goods has taken place (Robbins 2009: 47). Although 
the dichotomy between gift exchange and commodity exchange is somewhat dated, Robbins 
shows that there is merit to using the gift economy as economy of recognition/reciprocity 
versus the commodity economy as economy of self-interest distinction, especially in 
instances when those living in gift economies face non-recognition in commodity spheres 
(Ibid.: 56). 

To illustrate this, Robbins relates an example from his fieldwork among the Urapmin 
of Papua New Guinea regarding attempts from the Urapmin, who in many ways can be said 
to live in a gift economy, to achieve ‘development’ (Robbins 2003: 22; Robbins 2009: 53-54). 
The Urapmin for a long time have desired to be recognized in a wider political and economic 
arena with the outside Papua New Guinea elite and Western world, but have continuously 
failed. As ‘relationship seeking people’ living in a gift economy, the only way to achieve 
such mutual recognition is by entering in relationships of reciprocal exchange. However, the 
Urapmin have no possessions to give that will be recognized as an acceptable or desirable 
gift by Papua New Guinea elite or Western others. As Robbins states, ‘for people who reckon 
politics as a matter of struggles for recognition through the mediation of the exchange of 
material things, the primary roads to political failure are those one takes by not giving or, 
even worse, by not having anything to give (possessing nothing of value).’ (Robbins 2003: 
21). An exception to this is an environment rich in natural resources. When a mining 
company showed interest in building a mine, this appeared to be the long awaited 
opportunity to give something recognized as acceptable and thereby to finally enter in 
reciprocal relationships of mutual recognition and be recognized as subjects. When, after an 
initial period of mineral prospecting, the company representative left, he offered the Urapmin 
councilor a sum of money. The councilor, however, refused to accept. As Robbins explains, 
the councilor knew very well that by accepting the money the obligations between the 
company and the Urapmin would effectively be over –this is how the capitalist market works, 
and hopes for a moment of mutual recognition in an ongoing relation would diminish. 
However, the representative left, did not pay, and no mine was built (Robbins 2009: 53-54). 
This non-recognition of the councilor by the company representative illustrates the 
incompatibility of the gift- versus the commodity economy’s view on relationships.     
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I propose that the problem of non-recognition of those living in gift economies by 
those that live in commodity economies, as exemplified by the Urapmin quest for recognition 
by Papua New Guinea elite and Westerners, is helpful in understanding why (some) 
politicians fail to appeal to non-political class voters, and therefore, in an age of direct district 
head elections fail to become governor. Similar to the Urapmin, non-political class voters 
seek recognition from the wider political class and political elite arena, but have very little to 
offer that the political class wants to have. They do, however, have valuable votes to give. I 
suggest that part of the reason why candidates fail to become governor, is because of their 
failure or unwillingness to see that in order to obtain non-political class votes they have to 
take their non-political class voters seriously and recognize them as political subjects. In 
order to obtain votes candidates have to take into account the wishes and desires of their non-
political class voters. Henk Schulte Nordholt draws a similar conclusion in relation to the 
results of the 2005 direct district head elections in four different regencies in Bali (Schulte 
Nordholt 2007: 69-78). Candidates who showed ‘recognition’ of voters, shown for instance 
by good previous performance in bureaucracy, by personally paying for public infrastructural 
repairs, or by having a reputation of working hard, fared much better than candidates who 
solely relied on their royal pedigree without making any obvious attempts at recognizing 
voters as worthy political subjects. In short, politicians have to recognize their non-political 
class voters as worthy political subjects. As I will address below, candidates in various ways 
fail to do this. 

This failure to recognize, as I will show, is closely tied to the difference between gift 
exchanges that imply reciprocal obligations and commodity exchanges that imply self-
interest and an end to obligations. For example, politicians try to obtain non-political class 
votes by offering promises that have the form of gift exchanges, whereas, as I will show 
below, they are actually commodity exchanges. The mutual recognition that campaigns offer 
(free education and healthcare for the poor for instance) is negated by the commodity aspect 
of these promises and reveals the candidates’ self-interested motives even more. Interestingly, 
and as I will show below, ways of getting support from within the political class takes on the 
form of commodity exchanges, whereas, they are actually gift exchanges. As we have seen 
throughout this dissertation, political class exchanges are always part of longer term 
reciprocal obligations. Therefore looking at attempts made by politicians to attract non-
political class voters in terms of gift versus commodity exchanges, and thereby in terms of 
mutual recognition versus self-interest, facilitates understanding of how not to become 
governor. First, however, let us look at the ways in which candidates attempt to appeal to the 
political class.    
  
Appealing to political class voters 
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Members of the political class involved in campaigning strategies had very specific ideas on 
the reasons why voters vote. As Rafael, the head of provincial General Elections Committee, 
claimed, ‘ethnicity and also religion are important reasons to vote. What really matters is 
closeness (kedekatan)’. I heard similar conceptions of voters’ behavior when talking to 
success team members91

I observed such an attempt at creating closeness to a prospective constituency as a 
means to obtain votes during a ‘witness’ (saksi) training session organized by PDI-P. 
Witnesses sit at polling locations to ensure that no tampering takes place with the casting of 
votes and the subsequent tallying of votes. During the East Nusa Tenggara gubernatorial 
elections both provincial General Elections Committee and the three candidate couples 
employed witnesses. The General Elections Committee employed one witness per polling 
location but PDI-P preferred to have two witnesses per polling location. Talking to a young 
male success team member and an older high-ranked female party member I was told that 
one reason for having a pair of witnesses instead of just one was that it would prevent 
intimidation of the witness by other parties (e.g., witnesses from other candidate couples). 
However, another reason for employing pairs of witnesses, they conveyed, was that Fren 
hoped and expected that ‘their’ witnesses would vote Fren. PDI-P thus considered employing 
witnesses advantageous because it helped control possible tampering by other parties and 
secures the vote of hundreds of voters who are sure to vote since they spent their entire day at 
a polling location anyway.  

, candidates, journalists and university lecturers: voters in East Nusa 
Tenggara vote for candidates based on ‘emotional’ reasons, which mainly entails sharing a 
kinship, island of origin, or religious connection. This idea held by those influencing 
campaigning strategies of voting behavior as motivated by relatedness brings to mind the 
generalized reciprocity principle of family networks: you give a contribution at a family 
gathering without expecting a return simply because this is what happens in networks of very 
close relations (Sahlins 1972: 193-194). In their attempts to attract voters it is therefore not 
surprising that candidate couples drew on this analogy to generalized reciprocity in family 
networks and tried to create a kind of closeness to voters in which casting a vote becomes an 
‘altruistic gift’ of generalized reciprocity (Ibid.).  

PDI-P’s witness training session was held in a large meeting space in sub-district 
Solor. Close to two-hundred witnesses had gathered, both men and women, most of whom 
were in their early twenties. Officially, witnesses were not required to be PDI-P supporters, 
could even be members of other political parties, and were not obliged to vote for Fren. 

                                                 
91 Success teams (tim sukses) are election campaign teams that support candidate-packages by campaigning, 
contributing donations, and/or mobilizing voters. Gaul had some ad hoc success teams, but both Golkar Party 
and PDI-P had success teams that ran alongside the hierarchical party structures, meaning they had success 
teams at provincial, regency and even village level. Some success teams consist of party-members and convene 
regularly to discuss campaigning strategies. Businessmen who support candidate couples financially or civil 
servants who show loyalty to a couple are sometimes also referred to as part of a couple’s success team.   
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However, during the training the witnesses were being made part of the Fren network and, as 
part of this network, were made aware of their obligation to vote Fren in several ways. 
Several important PDI-P officials held speeches in which they explained the responsibilities 
and tasks of the witnesses. During these speeches they, at times, explicitly urged witnesses to 
vote for Fren. The opening speaker, for instance, said,   

 
Sometimes, after having counted all the votes, we see that there’s only one PDI-P-vote in a certain 

polling location. How is that possible when there are two PDI-P witnesses there? That’s 

embarrassing! Where is our loyalty? Every polling location has to get fifty PDI-P votes. Apart from 

people from the PDIP-structure, lets’ also get out friends, siblings that sympathize with Fren. 

 
In urging the witnesses to vote for Fren the speaker includes the witnesses into the larger 
PDI-P community by appealing to the witnesses’ loyalty to the party. After all, they would 
not want to embarrass the party by not casting a vote for Fren. After having made the 
witnesses a part of the PDI-P network the speaker then continues to touch upon reciprocal 
obligations implied in being a part of a network by subtly pushing the witnesses to also 
collect Fren votes among members of their own personal networks. Witnesses would get 
paid IDR100,000 ($11.66) for their effort. In this example money thus played some part in 
creating a feeling of indebtedness among the witnesses. However, by repeatedly portraying 
the witnesses as being a part of a Fren network, speakers continuously attempted to invoke a 
sense of closeness. Since there were 7506 polling locations throughout East Nusa Tenggara 
working with the assumption that voters cast votes based on closeness (kedekatan), this 
stressing of closeness and loyalty among witnesses could lead to an additional 15,000 votes –
more if the loyal witnesses would urge their family members and friends to also vote Fren.  

Unlike witnesses, whose party loyalty and political support is less certain and 
therefore still have to be wooed during training sessions, a more established sense of 
closeness and loyalty to the party exists among success team members. Success teams are 
small groups of supporting party- or candidate-affiliates that every political party and 
candidate couple has. They are actively involved in promoting a candidate couple, often on a 
voluntary basis, and therefore already exhibit ideological motivations for lending support.92

                                                 
92 This does not mean success team members are only concerned with their candidate couple’s greater interests 
over their own. Remon, the Fren success team member, shared his frustration about his fellow Fren team 
members’ handling of the team’s finances. Some of his team members had embezzled campaign money, which 
had been sent to them by PDI-P’s national headquarters for the purpose of buying t-shirts, stickers and other 
campaigning materials, leaving no budget for campaigning.   

 
Some success team members are political party members who also fulfill positions within 
political parties outside election time. Others are more ad hoc members from a wide range of 
professions who lend their time and expertise to the promotion of a candidate couple. Some 
success team members support and promote their candidate couple for reasons of closeness, 
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in line with party elites’ suspicions. Mien, for instance, a civil servant whose husband held an 
upper echelon civil service position, stated her covert support of Tulus,93

However, many others join success teams anticipating a ‘return of favors’ if their 
candidate couple wins in the form of business deals or civil service promotions. One upper 
echelon civil servant who was a Fren success team member – again an unofficial one since 
civil servants are supposed to abstain from involvement in politics and ‘be neutral’- claimed 
that Foenay had promised him a comfortable position in provincial civil service since he had 
‘secured’ votes among Kupang’s Hindu population. An important way of obtaining votes and 
other kinds of political support among success team members with whom, unlike with 
witnesses, closeness was already established was to give out promises of future returns.  

 ‘of course I do not 
wear a T-shirt [Tulus campaign shirt] at work. As a civil servant I am neutral. But I do go to 
their rallies and wear my t-shirt there.’ On explaining why she supported Tulus she said, ‘…it 
is for family. Of course I go.’ It turned out Mien’s main motivation for supporting Tulus was 
her husband’s relatedness to Tulus’ gubernatorial candidate Medah. Her support stemmed 
from a felt obligation to support family.  

Promises of future returns were also given to businessmen. Whereas success team 
members help obtain votes in return for promises given, businessmen help financially and 
thereby lighten the costs of campaigning. To give a tentative overview of the candidate 
couples’ financial capabilities based on talks to journalists and some thorough digging of 
research assistants it seems as if Fren reveived money from PDI-P’s headquarters in Jakarta, 
and was also sponsored by the Lion Group.94

                                                 
93According to article 62 of PP RI No. 6/2005 (Peraturan Tentang Pilkada) civil servants are not allowed to be 
involved in any way with political parties. They are supposed to be neutral. In spite of this, many civil servants 
covertly function as success team members.  

 A success team member furthermore claimed 
that a rich Chinese businessman from Alor contributed heavily to the Fren package. Tulus 
was sponsored by the Golkar Party but also by a special interest group of Rotenese, and by 
the owner of one of the largest businesses in Kupang, Pithoby. Despite having the only 
businessman in a candidate couple, Gaul success team members lamented their lack of 
resources and claimed to rely solely on small donations given by individual supporters in 
Kupang. The benefit of giving financial contributions to candidate couples, as Toko Piet, the 
owner of another large business in Kupang explained in an interview, is that after the 
elections are over this financial support is paid back by the new district heads in the form of 
construction projects, permits, or monopolies. In order not to miss out on promised returns, 
Toko Piet always gives some financial support to all candidate couples –albeit somewhat 
secretly. Similar to success team members businessmen thus also offer support in exchange 
for promised future returns.  

94 Lion Group is a business group with operation in various Asian countries (Malaysia, Indonesia, Hongkong, 
Singapore, China, Vietnam) and in the US and Mexico.  
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To return to the importance of reciprocity and recognition, the mechanisms of 
exchange clearly emerge in the examples given of success team members and businessmen. 
Candidates give a promise of future returns and success team members or businessmen give 
political or financial support in return. A promise of future returns given in this political class 
context is one which most likely will be actualized. Although there are plenty of victims of 
unfulfilled promises,95

These transactions of promises in return for financial and political support have the 
appearance of commodity exchanges, meaning obligations between the parties end when the 
transaction is over and the transactions are conducted for the purposes of self-interest: the 
candidates gain political advancement and the businessman a project. However, these 
exchanges are far from being commodity exchanges. In Chapter Five we have discussed how 
such exchanges are part of a general practices of balas-jasa, and how this practice is an 
ongoing cycle of reciprocal obligations, which is enforced both bottom-up and top-down as a 
familial generalized reciprocity. As such, the transaction between a candidate and 
businessman or success team member is not a commodity exchange but a gift exchange, and 
therefore does not signal the end of relationships, but rather the reinforcement and 
continuation of relationships of mutual recognition.  

 it seems as if a considerable amount of promises made to businessmen 
and success team members are kept. For example, when I returned to Kupang over a year 
after the elections I went through a list of newly appointed provincial department heads with 
an upper-level official. Of nearly every newly appointed head, he could tell me in detail what 
kind of political support they had given the new governor at the time of elections.    

 
Appealing to non-political class voters 
If promises of candidates to voters within the political class can best be seen as gift 
exchanges that appear to be commodity exchanges, the exact opposite is true for promises 
made to those outside the political class. While all three candidate couples made a wide 
variety of promises to improve the lives of ‘the people’ (masyarakat) or the ‘small folk’ 
(orang kecil) –the market vendors, minibus drivers, and motor taxi chauffeurs I categorized 
as tani class (Vel 2008), these promises seemed more feeble than the ones made to political 
class members and were, as we will see in the next section, not believed by ‘the people’ 
themselves.  

The first problem was that it was very unclear who it was that promises were made to. 
As mentioned previously, it was explained repeatedly to me that ‘the people’ voted for 
‘emotional’ reasons of closeness and preferred to give their vote to candidates with a similar 
ethnic or religious background. Making an ‘ethnic connection’ or religious link with voters 
was therefore a strategic way of establishing a large new network of voters. These 

                                                 
95 We can think, for instance, of the members of the Muslim coalition who supported the current mayor’s 
candidacy but who feel grossly overlooked in the appointing of official positions.   
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assumptions regarding motivations for voting were strategically translated into the creation 
of candidate couples consisting of candidates with different religious and ethnic 
backgrounds. All packages consisted of one Protestant and one Catholic candidate. All 
packages, additionally, consisted of candidates who represented different islands. All 
packages had a candidate from Flores. Tulus, furthermore, had Medah from Rote, Fren had 
Foenay from Timor, and Gaul had Bobo from Sumba. Not surprisingly, no candidates from 
the smaller East Nusa Tenggara islands such as Savu, Solor, or Alor were represented. In this 
attempt to appeal to voters’ emotionally charged motivations for voting ‘ethnic’ communities 
became imagined in radically novel ways. Even the most superficial reading of ethnicity, 
clans and kingdoms of the islands of present-day East Nusa Tenggara reveals great internal 
strife and intra-island differences (Schulte Nordholt 1971; Fox 1977; Hägerdal 2007). This 
creating of imagined ‘ethnic’ communities (Anderson 1983) based on island of origin thus 
seems to have little historic validity and to be a peculiar ‘modern’ strategy in East Nusa 
Tenggara politics.  

As a consequence of the ambiguity and confusion surrounding who the recipients of 
candidates’ promises were, the promises themselves were rather vague and not necessarily in 
line with what prospective recipients would like to receive. As with political class balas-jasa, 
generosity directed at these new ethnic constituencies took the form of promises –albeit 
promises that were passed on in text messages, everyday gossip, and rumors: Tulus’ Medah 
promised to build schools and hospitals in Rote if he would be elected. Fren’s Foenay 
promised to erect churches in Timor. All candidates promised to create more civil service 
positions in their regions of origin, and advantage civil servants from their home regions in 
provincial civil service. Interestingly, however, provincial government has no say in 
increasing the number of civil service positions. That is a matter for central government. It is 
also doubtful that such a promise would somehow benefit the tani class, since many of them 
lack the educational or age requirements to be accepted into even the lowest level of civil 
service. Curiously lacking, and most important for the point that I am making here, is any 
account of whether ‘the people’ recognized themselves in these ethnic images and whether 
they would want churches or ethnic preferencing in civil service.  

The candidates themselves showed some unease with addressing their constituents in 
terms of imaged ethnic communities and importance of religious similarity. By only 
appealing to one island of origin or one religion, candidates ran the risk of distancing voters 
from other islands and religious backgrounds. Candidates thus also attempted to show how 
diverse and impartial to ethnic and religious favoring they were. The Tulus rally in Kupang 
provides a good example of this. After a performance of a local singer to warm up the crowd 
the MC introduced the Tulus supporters and Golkar Party members on stage to the public, 
emphasizing Tulus’ versatility, ‘we have men and women; Protestants, Catholics, and 
Muslims. They all come from different islands of East Nusa Tenggara.’ As one of the slogans 
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on their campaign t-shirts said: ‘party, ethnicity, religion!!! THEY CAN DIFFER. [OUR] 
INNER HEARTS ARE SURELY SINCERE’.96

This ethnic and religious distancing made the promises candidates made to their 
imagined ethnic and religious constituencies seem less believable. However, candidates also 
made some ambitious promises that would clearly benefit the greater good and all of ‘the 
people’. Tulus, for instance, propagated free education for all, and often mentioned its main 
candidate Medah’s previous successes regarding making education more affordable as a 
regency head of Kupang. Fren propagated their ‘Red Wine’ (anggur merah) program in 
which they promised to ensure a larger part of the provincial budget would be used more 
efficiently and directly to increase ‘the welfare of the East Nusa Tenggara people’ (NTT 
Online). Gaul in their program provided very sophisticated plans on how to improve public 
services.  

  

Another promise all candidate couples made to ‘the people’ as a whole was the 
promise that their government would be ‘clean’ (bersih) and ‘free from KKN’ (bebas dari 
KKN). East Nusa Tenggara’s gubernatorial candidates witnessed how a known corrupt 
incumbent had been thrown out in the astonishing victory of Dan Adoe during the 2007 
mayoral elections in Kupang.97 Therefore, candidates put great effort into upholding a clean 
image. In their ‘vision and mission’ booklets and pamphlets, all candidate couples in East 
Nusa Tenggara’s gubernatorial elections stressed their aversion to KKN and their 
commitment to fighting corruption and promoting Good Governance. Gaul, for instance, 
stated in their ‘vision’ that, ‘government bureaucracy has to appear clean and authorative 
with the paradigm of good and clear governance’98, and dedicated a special section on how 
KKN can be eradicated in their view. Fren promoted as one of its points a revision of the 
system of law and justice and the ‘development of a culture of law to a realization of a 
governance which is clean and free from KKN’.99 Tulus also supported the eradication of 
KKN. One of their flyers stated that, ‘the Tulus package is committed to cooperate with 
institutions of law and all elements of society to eradicate practices of corruption, collusion 
and nepotism (KKN) in all of NTT’.100

Nevertheless, although these promises of relieving financial burdens and proclaimed 
anti-KKN stance signaled a genuine interest in improving the lives of ‘the people’, they stood 
in stark contrast with what non-political class voters saw from candidates. For instance, 
during his reign as regency head of Kupang, Medah had been accused of being corrupt on 
several occasions (Tempo 2007a; Tempo 2007b). This was well known and a constant source 

  

                                                 
96 Partai, suku, agama!!! BOLEH BEDA HATI NURANI TETAP TULUS. 
97 As described in Chapter Five. 
98 birokrasi pemerintahan tampil bersih dan berwibawa dengan paradigma good and clean governance [English 
in original text]. 
99 Pengembangan budaya hukum ke arah terwujud nya pemerintahan yang bersih dan bebas KKN 
100  Paket Tulus berkomitmen untuk bekerjasama dengan lembaga penegak hukum dan seluruh elemen 
masyarakat memberantas praktek korupsi, kolusi dan nepotisme (KKN) di seluruh NTT. 
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of jokes about Medah from the two other political camps. In the beginning of this chapter, 
furthermore, we saw Alfons Loemao’s self-interested attempts at becoming governor by 
paying, the crudest form of exchange, ojek guys to stage a demonstration. The only time the 
vendors at the local market where I conducted interviews met a candidate, finally, was when 
he tried to bribe them. Lia, a very vocal middle-aged female vendor at a local market told me 
a few days after the elections that one day before election day Tulus’ Medah had visited the 
market. Even though officially all candidates and parties were supposed to have stopped 
campaigning, Medah still tried to convince sellers and buyers to vote for Tulus while handing 
out IDR50,000 bills left and right. Lia happily took his money and promised to vote for him, 
but she told me, ‘of course I would not vote for him. If he’s handing out money now it means 
he will have to be extra greedy once he is governor.’ Instead of seeing signs that candidates 
were genuinely interested in fulfilling promises of improving the wellbeing of ‘the people’, 
the tani class got small amounts of money as an offer for their votes.    

Therefore, what looks like a gift exchange, meaning an exchange that is part of an 
ongoing relationship of mutual reciprocity and recognition, is, in fact, a commodity exchange. 
First of all, it is very unclear who the recipients of candidates’ gifts are. In the case of success 
team members and businessmen, the others to whom something is given or to whom a 
promise is made are obvious individuals who the candidate has been in touch with. In the 
case of non-political class voters, the recipient becomes an imagined ethnic other whose 
ethnic otherness at times is modified by candidates’ claims that ethnicity does not matter in 
politics. It is hard to recognize such an unspecified other as a political subject. Second, 
whereas promises made to political class members are often actualized, many promises made 
to non-political class members remain unfulfilled. For instance, three years after the elections 
there is no free education or free health care. Giving an empty promise in exchange for votes 
does not signal an attempt to acknowledge the voter as a political subject nor an intention to 
engage in an ongoing reciprocal relationship. Instead, it signals non-recognition and the 
intention to end obligations between parties after the exchange.  Therefore, although 
candidates express their willingness to listen to ‘the people’s’ desires and wishes, and thereby 
recognize them as worthy political subjects, it seems as if candidates, in fact, do not see ‘the 
people’ as potential subjects of recognition at all. This is, at least, what ‘the people’ 
themselves claim.     
 
 
 
A view from the tani class 
Before, during, and after the elections a handful of assistants and I conducted a survey among 
prospective voters. We specifically targeted market vendors, mini bus drivers, motor taxi 
drivers, housewives in low-income households –in short, many of whom would most likely 
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be categorized as tani in Vel’s (2008) class distinction or would be referred to as ‘the people’ 
by politicians. We asked questions regarding knowledge of political parties, involvement in 
political parties and elections, opinions regarding politicians and parties, and expectations 
from local government.  

One question we asked was what respondents wanted to get from their government. 
Not once in over a hundred interviews did anyone mention they wanted more churches built 
in their regions of origin, or that they hoped the new governor would favor members from 
their ethnic or religious group. Rather, the responses can be read as an overwhelming concern 
that the ‘small people’ and their needs ought to be recognized by politicians and government. 
This was most commonly phrased in terms of lack of care.101

Although some of these answers might indicate a disinterest in political affairs they, 
in fact, seem to signal how little members of the tani class feel part of the wider political 
arena. This came to the fore clearly in an interview we conducted with Nurul, a housewife in 
her mid-thirties who only finished junior high school and who runs a small kios with her 
husband: 

  In response to questions about 
improvements that ought to be made by the government, the most common answer given was 
that the prices of the ‘nine necessities for daily life’ (sembako) had to be lowered since the 
prices of rice, oil and other daily necessities had been raised on a national level recently. 
Additionally, the costs of education and health care had to be free or, at least, cheaper. 
Furthermore, government had to do something about unemployment. Another often-voiced 
complaint concerned corruption in government. Finally, candidates have to care more about 
‘the people’. A young male motorcycle taxi driver stated, ‘it is important to choose a 
candidate that is better at governance, like, cares about society more than previous leaders.’ 
A female market vendor similarly remarked, ‘a candidate has to take care of the life of the 
small people.’ When asked subsequently whether they thought these improvements would be 
made after the candidate of choice had been elected respondents seemed hesitant. ‘One can 
only hope so’, was expressed by a male orange seller at the market. ’Leave it up to God’, was 
the answer given by one of his male colleagues who sold vegetables at the same market. A 
male pork seller replied, ‘it isn’t sure yet. Usually when they [candidates] have a good 
position, it is uncertain if they will care about the small people.’ 

 

                                                 
101 Joan C. Tronto has conducted interesting work on an alternative view on care in society which is relevant to 
mention here in relation to recognition and reciprocity (1993). Care, in the most general sense, connotates a type 
of engagement, and implies both a reaching out to something/someome other than the self and the suggestion 
that care will lead to action. The first ‘phase’ of care consists of recognizing the necessity of care as, which 
Tronto calls ‘caring about’. Assuming responsibility for this need and responding to it is ‘taking care of’, and 
forms the second phase of care. ‘Care-giving’ and ‘care-receiving’, furthermore, make up the third and fourth 
phases of care (Tronto 1993: 102-108). The often heard complaint from members of the tani class concerning 
lack of care from politicians therefore not only implies lack of action –‘taking care of’, but also a lack of ‘caring 
about’ in the sense of a lack of politicians’ reaching out to the tani class and their needs. ‘Not caring about’ is 
therefore not all that dissimilar to ‘not recognizing’. 
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Interviewer:  Which candidates for the upcoming gubernatorial elections do you know? 

Nurul:  I only know Fren and Tulus. Fren is Frans Lebu Raya and Tulus is Ibrahim Medah. I  

  don’t know their parties. I know them because I have seen their banners 

Interviewer:  Do you know anything about their vision and mission yet? 

Nurul:  I don’t know their vision and mission yet 

Interviewer: Do you plan to vote for the upcoming gubernatorial elections? 

Nurul: Yes, because we all have the right to vote. But I don’t know who I want to vote for, I  

  don’t know the candidates very well. I am confused because we already have the [directly 

  elected] government but they don’t care about the small people. Sometimes I think it’s  

  better to just stay home or work instead of vote, because we vote but there are no results 

Interview: Have you ever been involved in political parties or campaigning? 

Nurul: Never. For us housewives it is not important to follow politics. We only manage the  

  household. Politics, that’s men’s task dong [duh].  

Interviewer: Do you know yet who you are going to vote for? 

Nurul:  I don’t know it yet. Who’s good and who is not, I don’t know. I want whoever will take  

  care of the small people. I vote not from ethnicity or religion but just from my heart. I  

  hope that they [governor/government] can see all of society. I only hope the government  

  will free school fees and won’t do KKN. … The important thing is that they don’t make  

  the lives of us small folk any harder (jangan tambah susah lagi kita orang kecil ini). 

 

Like many other respondents Nurul did not know much about the upcoming elections. She 
only knew the names of candidates and acronyms used for candidate couples from banners 
and had no idea which political parties they belonged to. Something Nurul emphasizes 
several times throughout the interview is how much she hopes that the government will take 
the ‘small folk’ seriously. She thinks that the government does not care about the ‘little 
people’ and hopes that the new government will not add to the hardships already faced. Yet, 
she has little hope. Even though the new electoral system has been in place for some time, 
she sees no results and wonders what the point of voting is. Due to the lack of results, she 
plays with the idea of not getting involved in politics anymore altogether and to just stay at 
home or work. She stresses this sense of not being a part of the political arena even more 
when she states that politics is for men, not for women.  

This disconnect from the political arena is not just a gender divide. In another 
interview a male vegetable seller at a local marker remarked angrily in response to our 
questions regarding political knowledge and candidate preferences, ‘do you really think we 
read newspapers and learn about visions and missions every day? We are market people!’ A 
22-year old man replied in a similar manner, ‘I don’t know that much. I don’t know the 
visions, missions and programs. I sell vegetables at the market and drive a motorcycle taxi.’ 
To market people and motorcycle taxi drivers, as to housewives, the political arena is not 
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something they are a part of. Neither is it an arena where their wishes will be heard, as the 
cynical responses mentioned previously, which were given in reply to the question if things 
will change for the better after the elections of a new governor, indicated. A young 
motorcycle taxi driver confirms this cynical view, ‘I don’t have any expectations. I am 
disappointed with the government. I have no hope for the candidates either. They’re all the 
same.’ 

Tani class members thus do not recognize the wider political arena, and they suspect 
the wider political arena does not really want to engage with or recognize them either. In 
other words, the political class and tani class relate to each other in a state of mutual non-
recognition. The impression that the political class does not want to engage with them came 
to the fore in suspicions voiced that the candidates would not fulfill the promises made 
during campaigns. One respondent, for instance, stated, ‘after candidates are chosen all of a 
sudden they forget their promises from during the campaigns.’ A 30-year old computer shop 
employee, furthermore, remarked, ‘what is important is that the chosen candidate has the 
responsibility to execute all vision, missions and programs that have been promised. Don’t 
just make it sweet on the lips, but painful in the hearts of society (jangan sampe hanya manis 
di bibir saja tapi sakit di hati masyarakat)’. Despite being given a ‘voice’ through voting, 
respondents in general did not seem wholly convinced it would be heard.  

What thus emerged from the interview my assistants and I conducted among 
members of the tani class was a general sense that the ‘little people’ do not matter to 
candidates. Their wishes and desires for change are not heard –as Nurul claimed, after a few 
years of direct district head elections there are no results. Candidates seem not to care about 
the ‘small folk’, and as with Nurul, lack of care was a complaint often voiced during the 
interviews. Tani class members, furthermore, have little faith in the actualization of promises 
made to them by the candidates. Promises, therefore, are ‘empty’ offerings in exchange for 
votes. Much preferred, instead, are material offerings, such as T-shirts or money. One older 
female market vendor claimed, ‘if there’s a candidate who gives me money I will follow the 
campaign. If they don’t, I won’t.’  

To put this into Robbins’ terms, interviews with market vendors, housewives, and 
motorcycle taxi drivers indicate that the tani class feels unrecognized by candidates, 
politicians, and the government in general –the political elite and wider political class. This is 
visible in the kinds of promises candidates offer. Unlike promises given to success team 
members and businessmen, promises given to the tani class are empty and will not be 
actualized. These ‘gifts’ consist of nothing and can, in fact, be considered not given. 
Following Robbins, if candidates never attempt to give something, they never attempt to 
recognize the market vendor or housewife as real political subjects. The cynicism that 
colored respondents’ answers regarding expectations from the new governor shows the tani 
class is very well aware of this lack of recognition, and shows little motivation among tani 
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class members to recognize candidates in return. Candidates, who assume that giving out 
empty promises to non-political class members is enough to win their votes, become 
governor, and effortlessly return to the exchanges of reciprocity and recognition within the 
political class, might, therefore, be unpleasantly surprised in the current era of direct district 
head elections when they are so dependent on the votes of the tani class.  
 
Results 
Table 7.1 shows an overview of the results of the 2008 East Nusa Tenggara gubernatorial 
elections per regency/city. PDI-P’s Fren won the elections with 36 percent of the votes, 
closely followed by Golkar Party’s Tulus with a total of 33 percent, while Gaul with 27  
percent collected the fewest votes.102

   
  

NO regency/city 
No. of polling 

locations Percentage of votes 

1 FREN GAUL TULUS 
1 Kota 407 48,78% 9,51% 39,34% 
2 Kab. Kupang 551 28,25% 4,47% 64,82% 
3 Rote Ndao 244 13,01% 2,97% 81,43% 
4 TTS 730 38,08% 9,62% 49,35% 
5 TTU 356 43,65% 25,84% 27,00% 
6 Belu 518 40,03% 25,33% 29,17% 
7 Alor 309 30,79% 8,78% 56,86% 
8 Lembata 183 53,99% 12,61% 29,19% 
9 Flores Timur 360 60,33% 13,05% 21,54% 

10 Sikka 499 41,09% 9,88% 45,20% 
11 Ende 526 53,49% 25,93% 16,50% 
12 Nagekeo 223 32,64% 55,82% 10,35% 
13 Ngada 240 48,28% 30,35% 20,09% 
14 Manggarai Timur 421 12,77% 77,76% 7,11% 
15 Manggarai 477 18,84% 71,20% 7,37% 
16 Manggarai Barat 475 20,42% 58,58% 21,00% 
17 Sumba Barat 366 28,03% 52,82% 17,26% 
18 Sumba Barat Daya 155 18,16% 51,80% 27,67% 
19 Sumba Tengah 110 30,32% 46,10% 21,88% 
20 Sumba Timur 356 47,70% 15,97% 34,53% 

Provincial total 7506 36,25% 27,42% 33,39% 
 Table 7.1: Results East Nusa Tenggara 2008 gubernatorial elections per regency/city in percentages 

 

                                                 
102 When adding these percentages the total is less than a hundred percent. This is because some of the votes 
were cast as blanks and others were judged as damaged or unreadable.  
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 What becomes immediately clear when browsing the results is that all candidates 
were most successful in their regions of origin. Tulus’ Medah won in Rote, Fren’s Foenay 
swept most Timorese regencies, and most of Sumba voted for Gaul’s Bobo. In Flores, the 
island of origin of three candidates, all Manggarai regencies went to Gaul’s Ehok, the 
Eastern Flores regencies went to Fren’s Lebu Raya, and Sikka voted for Tulus’ Moa. 
Although the candidates thus to a large extent succeeded in making imagined ethnic 
communities into sources of political support, there were some exceptions. The Kupang 
regency, for instance, should have gone to Fren’s Timorese Foenay according to ethnic 
voting. Instead, Tulus’ Medah, who had been the Kupang regency’s District Head for the 
previous two terms, won. The attempts at creating new imagined ethnic constituencies based 
on island of origin were thus quite successful, but not when more intimate options of 
closeness were available.  

Gaul’s loss can partly be explained by its lack of a balanced composition of capital, 
which is in line with Vel’s (2008) assessment of Sumbanese elections. Gaul, although having 
sufficient social and cultural capital, and having received some symbolic capital due to 
Bobo’s status as the only businessman among candidates with a civil service background, 
lacked economic capital (see Appendix 1). Nurul, the housewife mentioned earlier, only 
knew Fren and Tulus because she had seen their banners everywhere. She had never heard of 
Gaul since Gaul lacked the money to decorate the city in stickers, posters, and banners and 
thereby making themselves visible to voters. However, it is also important to note that Bobo 
was somewhat of an outsider. He had spent a significant part of his life outside East Nusa 
Tenggara and seemed to have have returned merely to join elections and to become district 
head. Before the 2008 gubernatorial elections, he had already joined –and lost- local 
elections in Sumba as a candidate for PDI-P. According to Vel, this loss could partly be 
explained due to his lack of local social capital in Sumba (Vel 2008: 201-235). I, therefore, 
argue that, similar to Loemao previously, Bobo’s motivations for joining elections showed 
self-interest rather than caring about or recognizing the ‘small folk’. This display of self-
interest and non-recognition was returned by non-recognition from voters.    

Tulus’ loss, furthermore, indicates that having a reputation of being clean and free 
from KKN also mattered in the elections, as it had during Kupang’s 2006 mayoral elections 
and in Mietzners’s examples (2006a; 2006b). Despite attempts to refute accusations 
concerning Medah’s alleged corrupt past, Tulus did not manage to convincingly clear 
Medah’s reputation. As we have seen, the impression Medah left on market vendors during 
his visit to a local market handing out IDR50,000 bills in order to get the ‘small folk’ to vote 
for him did little to improve his reputation as a corruptor. As Lia said, she happily accepted 
his money but lost all confidence that Medah would refrain from KKN practices if elected 
and she would therefore vote for somebody else. Medah’s reputation and actions made Tulus 
an undesirable party to vote for but that did not mean one should refuse their money. 
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Similarly, a group of young motorcycle taxi drivers who always hung out in front of Golkar 
Party’s main office wearing the recognizable yellow Tulus t-shirts and were paid by Tulus to 
join campaign rallies also had no intention of voting for them. As one of them remarked, 
‘yeah, they [Golkar Party] give me money. They probably think I’ll vote Tulus. I don’t want 
to. When I’m in the polling booth I will vote for the couple of my inner heart (hati nurani). I 
smile at them and take their money, but I will not vote for them’.  

 In short, generally speaking, candidates thus won in their regions of origin. I would, 
however, not argue, as some political elite members do, that this is because ‘the people’ are 
not quite ready yet for democracy and stupidly cast their votes out of emotional motivations. 
Instead, I suggest, as I have set out above, that many non-political class voters feel 
unrecognized as political subjects and therefore have little choice than to try to relate to an 
arena which they do share with candidates, such as ethnic or religious sameness. Empty 
promises or small amounts of cash given by candidates to non-political class voters signal 
candidates’ unwillingness to engage in the kinds of reciprocal gift exchanges that indicate 
mutual recognition. Candidates, nevertheless, do engage in such exchanges of mutual 
reciprocity and recognition with fellow political-class members. This is not just the case with 
‘real’ promises given to success team members or businessmen during election, but, rather, 
characterizes all ways of getting things done as we have seen repeatedly throughout this 
thesis. While candidates thus include political class members in the political arena, they 
effectively shut out non-political class members from politics. This, then, helps us understand 
Gaul’s and Tulus’ loss as discontent from non-recognition. Those candidates most associated 
with such lack of recognition and care –Medah’s reputation as a corruptor and Bobo’s long 
leave from the province- were in turn not recognized by voters. Thus, while non-political 
class voters during the 2008 East Nusa Tenggara gubernatorial elections were left with little 
more than an imagined ethnic link to candidates as a basis for recognition, they did show 
their discontent with the KKN or reciprocal obligations that characterize the political class 
and political elite by not electing Tulus and Gaul. In the 2008 East Nusa Tenggara 
gubernatorial elections, therefore, Tulus and Gaul non-recognized the most. Consequently, 
Fren did not win as much as it lost least.    
 
Concluding 
Despite the transfer of power to elect district heads from the small confinements of local 
parliaments to a wider electorate, elections were still very much an affair of the political class 
and political elite. As this chapter has shown, the political class showed little willingness to 
acknowledge non-political class voters as political subjects and expected to obtain non-
political class votes by creating closeness and giving out empty promises. Whereas attempts 
to gain political support from within the political class took on the character of gift 
exchanges, attempts to obtain votes from outside the political class took on the appearance of 
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commodity exchanges. This implies that only political class members count as political 
subjects and deserve to be heard. Non-political class members, in contrast, are not taken 
seriously, despite their power to vote.  

Although candidates and parties put on a tantalizing performance of Good 
Governance and intentions of political reform –by staging demonstrations, giving heartening 
campaign speeches, putting their good intentions on big banners, and publishing think flyers 
stating their vision and mission- they lacked political substance. This, for example, became 
clear during a PDI-P meeting after Fren’s victory, as told to me by an attendant. While 
discussing plans on how to implement their proposed changes it turned out that the Provincial 
Governments’ budget left no money to fund the ‘cheap education’ promised during 
campaigns. Campaigning costs, furthermore, had taken up all of PDI-P’s own financial 
resources. Although Fren’s clean reputations and attractive sounding ‘Red Wine’ program 
thus exuded proper ‘Good Governance’ intentions of making governance more transparent 
and bringing government closer to ‘the people’, they had no financial means to fulfill their 
campaign promises. This did not surprise any of the market vendors I visited after the 
elections. As one female vegetable seller at the local market said, ‘probably nothing will 
change. All candidates are just making promises’ (semua calon hanya janji-janji saja).  

 
 
   
       
         

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




